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"ons unfavourable to the opertion. This subject has in-
dbed been just touched on by Mr. Jones of Jersey, in his
sempe.rison of the results of all the London hospitals. The
French militalry department, also, in the hundreds of cases
of disarticulations in the Crimea, in the thousands of cas
of amputation, and in over a hundred of resections, by
cafully comparing one set of cases with the other, and
correcting the death rate percentage in resections by the
horrible and frightful death rate in amputations, and in the
army generally, have also, in their government reports,
gone well into the subject, and have done an immensity to
clear up the fallacies of what is empirically called con-
servative surgery. We strive to do more in a resection
than in an amputatioi;* and the Paris surgeons fairly ask,
Is that more worth the increased risk? We not only strive
to save life, they say, but strive to secure almost a second
life-the means by which a patient lives-his leg or arm.
We should take care, on the other hand-and the conscien-
tious provincial or London surgeon is right in taking care-
of mere figures or statistics, remembering that there is a
conservatism that loses a life and saves a limb, or gives us a
mere operation; for he is the true conservative (like our
friends in the Crimea) wvho saves buth, or at least saves life.
In the best set of cases published, there are thirty-one re-
sections of the knee, and five deaths. MNIr. Syme and Mr.
Butcher are our best guides in civil, as the French military
surgeons are in military practice. Mr. Syme gives his last
twenty cases of amputation of the thigh without one death.
We must compare this with thirty-one resections of
the knee, and five deaths; but in resections of the elbow
there is no controversy at all.

In knee cases, one uses the word "induction" unwil-
lingly. But induction, to be useful, must come after analo-
.'ies of cases of another kind, as well urged by old hospital
surgeons. In some ten or twelve knee-joint resections in
the hospitals, twelve months old, there is nothing new. We
here give some cases of another kind, bearing not remotely
on the subject.
In a remarkable case, at present under the care of Mr.

WORXALD, the man was brought to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital with dislocation of the foot inwards; both tibia
and fibula were thrown off the astragalus, in the opposite
direction. As the experience of St. Bartholomew's, with
its magnificent hygienic arrangements, is in favour of as-
sisting nature, eveni in such terrible injuries, Mr. Wormald
reduced the dislocation under chloroform, and for several
days hoped he had secured another triumph for the cause
of conservative surgery, but he was obliged ultimately,
thirteen days after admission, to have reeourse to secondary
amputation.

C. B-, aged 34 years, was admitted August 22nd.
He states that he was driving a coal van, when the hind
wheel flew off, and threw him heels over head out of the
driver's seat, right smash against the kerbstone. After the
reduction of the injury under chloroform, he was treated
with beef tea, eggs, liquor ciinchonie, etc., varied a little
subsequently (Sept. I) to wine and quinine. On September
4th, the 13th day, it was found necessary to amputate.
All that is known, perhaps, of excisions or resections of
joints in cases anything like this one, corroborated very
forcibly by the vast statistics of the military hospitals, is,
that cxcision is not a milder operation than amputation, as
a patient may advance towards death by excision, but then
be saved by amputation. " Excision of the knee joint," ac-
cording to some very recent observations of Mr. Erichsen,
"may be performed in some selected cases with advantage,
but it can never become a general operation as a substitute
for amputation of the thigh." An immensity, as Mr. Wor-
mald remarked in his case, depends on the condition and
age of the patient, in all these cases, as a little before he
had a case, where the astragalus was laid bare, yet it did
well! Excision of the elbow might, perhaps, and ought to
be practised in almost all the cases of chronic disease of
that articulation, according to AMr. Ericlisen, in preference
to amputation. He has had eight or more cases, with only
one death, and even that unfortunately from pyomia. AU

oprations of the upper extremities form a category by
themselves, which cannot be fairly compared with that of
cases of the lower limbs. In two cases thus by Mr. Wor-
mald, we find in one all the bones of the foot torni literally
away from the astragalus, yet it did well; while in the pre-
sent instance, not so severe, he was obliged to amputate.
Some surgeons, relying on mere statistics, look upon it as a
"jumbling" of cases together, wheni anything disturbs the
"vanity of figures," but there is no initricacy or jumble now
in the subject, but what can be readily removed by starting
from fresh ground.

There is a case in St. Thomas's Hospital, I. Quinton, aged
36 years, of bad compound fracture of the left leg, where Mr.
SOUT1 had recourse to primary amputation l)y the circular
operation below the knee; here thic conservatism of a life
has repaid the conservatism of nothing else, MAr. South
agreeing with an old writer, that it is bettcr to live with
threc limbs than die with four.

In a child, aged 5 years, S. C., under the care of Mr.
CURLING, at the London Hospital, admitted in May, and
04wllw11 ss+n tL- ^-_ Xw1--:.z.
fracture of the femur, which was thought at the time to be
a case for amputation at the hip, but hs the friends we be-
lieve objected (though the recommendation was the very

best could be given), Mr. Curling tried with wonderful suc-
cess to save the limb. The childl is quite cheerful up to the
present (Sept. 10), and will in all probability have a useful
limb. Nothing could have saved this case, perhaps, if it
were knocked about in the bad hygienic and atmospheric
conditions of the Crimea or Scutari.

In a case of compound fracture of tibia anld fibula, under
the care of Mr. SOLLY, in a heavy, rather unhealthy man, a

labourer in Woolwich Arsenal, admitted into St. Thomas's
Hospital, August 16th, he has succeeded in saving the limb,
at least up to the present date (Sept. 10th).

In another instance or variety of inijury, in the London
Hospital at present, a woman, E. D., aged 42 years, treated
by Mr. Wordsworth, there is fracture of the internal mal-
leolus alone. The. woman says, she was going round a

corner of a cross street, and slipped off the kerbstone, at the
same time thrusting out her leg, which was broken. These
cases, though not the same as resections, are found to run

parallel with resections, and to throws much light on the
subject; showing, in fact, that almnost every casc differs
from almost every other casc ; that resections of the knee
have been all overrated as operations; that the conscientious
surgeon will first, as Mr. Skey observes, think of the pa-
tient's life umore, and of cutting and sawxing less. K.

ON FMCAIL FERMENTATION AS A SOURCE OF
DISEASE.

By C. H. F. ROUTTH, M.D., Physician to tlhe St. Plancras Royal
General Dispensary; Assistant-1hySsicial to the Samaiitm

Hospital for Women and1 Cijihi(reni; 'Vice-Presidlent
of thle Medical Society of Lundon; etc.

[Icad before theMec3cdical Society of London, Febtruary 23rd, 18b0.]

PART II (concluded).
DIARRPOEA iS, as is well known to umany, a disease fre-
quently generated by the drinking of water contaminated
with sewage matter. Indeed, where organic matter in
solution in water abounds, this effcct is usually produced.
This was the case in Croydon, where a severe diarrhoea in
the Park Lane School was traced by Messrs. Carpenter and
WVestall to the admixture of sewage m-atter with thc well
water drunk by the inmates. The frequency of diarrhoea
in choleraic times, from the drinking of bad water, is also
proverbial, such water containing offensive matters in solu-
tion, mostly derived from night soil, or other refuse matter.
This same effect is commonly produced by the water of
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my of the inland lakes of Lower Canada in Ameica.
Thes ar, for the most part, very deep, and abound with
fish of all kinds, whereas the rivers which issue from
them are very narrow, so that the surface only of a lake is
removed. The waters are generally brown in colour. When
a boy, I remember, half a tumbler of the water of one of
these, about fifty miles from Quebec, in the summer season,
was, in our happy ignorance of the cause, the usual aperient
-Do doubt the animal vegetable, and fmcal matters, in
solution, contributing, along with other organic matters in
a state of fermnentation, to produce purgation. The effects
so produced, in many instances, resemble those occasionally
produced by vegetable inatters in particular states of
decomposition, also in solution in water; and probably
hereafter it may be found that in both cases the ferments
are identical-protein bodies, such as caseine, albumen, and
gluten, which also produce analogous diseases. The follow-
ing example, taken f-oum Percira's Treatise on Food, illus-
trates this point. In the course of a trial for damages, at
the Nottingaham assizes, it wvas proved thait a very severe
v,w V1 Uty'bVUt:ij,X a*..GQsoo.¢4 soL'

cattle, was caused by their having partaken of water
impregnated with the putrescent vegetable refuse from a
starch manufactory. All the fish and frogs contained in it
died. The amount of disease in the cattle, moreover, bore
a direct proportion to the amount of putrescenit organic
matter contained in the water, and taken by the animals.
The mere putridity of the water could not have produced
the disease. The water of ponds in fields is often very
putrid, and yet full of frogs and fish, and the cattle partake
of it with impunlity. There was, therefore, some ferment,
most probably gluten, in this refuse, which, developing in
the water a poison, generated disease on all who partook of
it. This is the only explanation which offers itself; other-
wise wc must suppose that, the fwcal discharges ofan affected
animal having first mingled with the water, the water
fermented the morbid principle, and the disease spread in
consequence; and this, after all, is not an improbable sup-
position. This effect is analogous to that kind of diarrhaea
produced in infants whom it is attempted to bring up by
hand, and in whom the food, whether animal or vegetable,
passes off in a state of putrefaction in most offensive stools,
the foetor of which it is almost as difficult to describe as
their production is difficult to restralin, even by the most
energetic medicines.

Dysentery has been proved, in many instances, to have
been produced by fmcal matters in solution. The previous
case, detailed under the head diarrhoea, as an instance of
the second supposition, is correct. Bad water is a irequent
cause, at any rate, if contamninated by orgranic matter in a
state of decomposition. Dr. Snow alluded, in his book on
Clkolera, to the occurrence of dysentery from bad water in
Millbank prison. D)r. Bryson mentions cases in which
dysentery wvas produced by the waters of the Yangote
Kiang, the Canton river, and other rivers in China-and in
which nearly all the patients were affected with great num-
bers of lumbrici. Zimmermann describes this appearance of
worms in the evacuations of the patients affected with dysen-
tery in the epidemic of 1 65, in Switzerland, as a very bad
sign-signefuneste. These worms were no doubt taken as ova
into the system chiefly in water, and afterwards developed in
the body. A fact came to my notice, in which two deaths oc-
curred from the use of impuire water at Filey in Yorkshire.
The drainage at Filey, as late as September and October last,
was very bad. It is the practice of the fishermen also to
wash their fish in water within the town. These drains, at
certain periods, therefore, in their downward course to the
sea, emit a fearful odour. At other times, however, it is not
so. On one of these latter occasions, when this sewage water
was free from smell, through the carelessness of a domestic,
a portion of it was administered to a family, and two deaths
resulted very speedily. The symptoms were magnified by
some into cholera; but, from all I could learn, they were
rather those of dysentery. The other members of the family
also suffered, but the effects produced were, fortunately,
not fatal. From what I have been able to lea on the

subject of the ayseoy in the r Ithink the
ene. of drain or fed matter in solution in the waw

drunk had a gret deal to do with the productio of dysm
tery. It very readily yielded to the drinking of bitter ae;
negatively, I presume, by the substitution of an uncon-
taminated drink for water, which, through the rainy sea-
son, washing down the fiecal excrementations of a camp,
must have been more or less impregnated therewith.

Plague, although, in most cases, to be traced to emana-
tions from dead bodies in those cases where it appears to
have been generated sporadically, is occasionally, so far as
we know, produced by solution of sewage matter in water
in those countries where the disease is usually rife, and where
it might be said to be endemically prevalent. The waters,
in a low district, are, for this very reason, more deleteriou
in a country without common sewers than in higher districts,
where the admixture is not so easy. The observation that
facal matters are capable of retaining the poison of plague,
belongs, I believe, to an old writer, Mercurialis; he states
distineftly, that the. poison of plague may be preserved in
the excrements, as well as in clothes, and this without any
actual injury to patients themselves, but that it cannot
be preserved in living matters. (De Peste, p. 54.) Cairo
is, moreover, a hotbed for plague. Now, in the midst of
this town there flows a large open canal, or common sewer,
-foritisuothingelse, ifwe look to the carrion and fecal filth
it contains,-and yet as the Nile overflows, and mixes with
this sewer, portions of it are drunk with the water, and this
gives rise to plague. And it is remarkable to notice how
fearfully this disease spreads where the supply of water is
bad or scarce, and where, necessarily, the water becomes
contaminated the more readily. Such was the case in the
fearful epidemic which broke out in Malta in 1813, and
which never yielded to the most severe prophylactic me-
sures that could be adopted, but was ouly stopped by the
compulsory removal of the inhabitants into another part of
the island, where we may suppose their food and drink were
no longer contaminated. Indeed, to non-contagionists, the
above is the only practicable explanation.

Y'ellow Fever. In regard to yellow fever, and its orig
from bad water, there are, perhaps, no very strong facts to
prove it. Still there are some negative facts, which may
give a colour to it; one in particular, to which my atten-
tion was drawn in reading Dr. Richardson's able paper in
the Journol of Pualic Health on the subject of Water
Supply in this Metropolis, and from which article I have
largely drawn in the argument of this paper.

In the year 1853, a very fatal fever broke out in Ber-
muda, which destroyed at least 663 persons, from July 1st
to December 31st, out of a population of 13,860 persons-
i. e., in round numbers, 1 in 20. The mortality was greatest
in St. George's parish and Hamilton. In St. George's and
Hamilton parishes, the surface drainage only is attended
to; there are no sewers; and the use of cesspools is uni-
versal. Hamilton has a population of 1900 persons, in 426
houses, four persons to each house, each house being pro-
vided with a tank to receive rain water. There are three
or four wells in the town, the water from which is very
bad, and used only by the lower orders of people. The
cesspools are from fifteen to twenty feet deep, and never
cleaued out. The shallow cesspits are cleaned out once a
year, and then the contents buried in a hole or emptied on
the beach. All dirty and waste water is generally thrown
in the yard. The soil of Hamilton is of a light calcareous
nature. The soil of St. George is of two distinct qualities,
one part composed of a stiff reddish clay, with a limestone
bottom; the other and greater portion, light and sady,
particularly porous, admitting immediate absorption of the
heaviest fall of rain. In St. George's, there is no surface
drainage or sewerage whatever; the population is 1440, in
440 houses-i. e., six in each house. Cesspits are used, but
the night soil is frequently deposited on the surface in all
directions. Water-butts are very uncommon, and many
houses have no tanks. There are two or three wlos, with
very bad water. In this manner, a vast amouIt of n t
soil penetates through the porous soil, or, floated to them,
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to the most ofensive odour in the waters on that
bms For the very same ron, and owing to the
proximity of the cempool and the tanks, these are fre-
quently mixed, and the water beomes very offensive. The
tak water, for this reason, at Fort Cunningham, at last
could not be drunk. As an evidence of the impregnation
of the soil with feecal matters, it was remarked that the
submarine soil where the Thames hulk ship was placed was
contaminated, so that the odour evolved during its violent
commotion in a gale of wind waas well nigh intolerable.
In the Ainutea of Examinuation of the &nitary Condition
of Ireland (No. i, art. 3), it is stated: "The water in
nearly all the tanks was found impregnated with sul-
phuretted hydrogen gas, and was only used by the inmates
or culinary purposes, the water for drinking being pro-
cured from other sources." And again, " The tanks were
also too close to the houses and to the privies, and thus re-
oeive impurities which affect the water." (p. 74.) This
state of things (although especially applicable to Rows 3
and 4 of the mechanics' houses, being nine dwcllings on the
glacis) is yet sufficient to prove the character of the water
partaken of, at least for culinary purposes, in which manner
much poison could have been transferred to the alimentary
canal. It is not everything used for alimentatioin, or every
vessel cleaned which is previously submitted to a tem-
perature of 212°, at which temperature ferments are de-
stroyed. And it is a peculiar proFerty of such localities,
when once encountering an epidemic influence, to develope
the poisonous ferment very rapidly, as before shown, in re-
ference to Surgeon Jones's opinion (JOURNAL, p. 704).
Hence one reason why, after a time, an infected locality
becomes very dangerous, and all more or less pass under its
influence. In the Boa Vista fever, although the natives
suffered but little at first, afterwards they did suffer, and
then more severely than the whites-probably because the
whole waters drunk by this town were so impregnated with
ftcal matters as to be too poisonous to be resisted. A very
rainy season preceded this outbreak of fever.

I might have extended this paper in speaking of bad
water in its effects in producing some other diseases; but,
as Dr. Richardson has so ably done this alreadly, in his paper
on the Supply of Water in London, I feel this is unneces-
sary now. I must however say, that it is possible the
effects of the same poisou in water or as an emanation may
produce occasionalry a different effect. But this is no
proof of their non-identity. It is quite possible, where two
allied diseases coexist, that the one may be produced by the
ingestion of the same poison in water, the other by its in-
spiration as an emanation; and thus we may in the end be
able to carry this distinction one step further. If we judge
from the effects of medicine taken by the mouth, and in-
spired as a gas, the difference is marked, varying often not
onlJy in degree, but also in kind. Ether, chlorofonn, and
alcohol, inspired, will often produce, in very small quan-
tities, a few drops, effects as powerful as ounces taken by
the mouth. The effects,howevcr,vary in kind. Carbonic acid
is a well known instance. The tincture of sesquichloride
of iron inspired will produce faintness and vomiting, which
it will not do taken by the mouth. The powerful and
almost celestial feelings of inspired opium and cannabis ln-
dica are frequently not even in degree producible by any
dose taken by the mouth. In like manner, it is not impos-
sible that the same animal poison, according as it is in-
spired or taken by the mouth, may produce very different
results.

Such are some of the grounds which lead me to believe
that fical matters may undergo in water changes such
that, in their accidental ingestion by the mouth, they may
prove injurious to the organism, and, either without further
transformation or by additional changes taking place in
the alimentary canal, prove the cause of disease. There
is, however, this difficulty in tracing out these changes,
that it is not always possible to prove to demonstration
that the emanations from morbid ftcal matters may not
have likewise co-opeted. Facts are often indistinctly re-
ewded, wher, wi a little of Dr. Snow's perseverance and

exactitude, precise ground for accurate conclusions might
have been given. This is especially the case when biassed
men are employed, or when the medical element is not
sufficiently mixed in a board of commissioners, called upon
to investigate the causes of epidemics. Much, however, I
trust, has been stated to prove that fecal matters in solu-
tion often produce fatal results, in cholera, dysentery, dliar-
rheca, and typhoid fever, and probably also in yellowv and
other bad intermittent fevers. If this bc so, theii the renioval
of any sources of this infec0iou, especially in the supply of
water provided to comimunities, is imperativelv called for,
and should be enforced by the most stringeut sanitary re-
gulations.

CASE OF MOLLITIES OSSIUIJ, INDUCING SUCH
DEFORMITY OF TILE PELVIS AS' TO RE-
QUIRE TIIE C.XSAREAN OPERATION.

By CEO. 'MRunAY HuMPJintY, Esq., Smrgeon to Addenbrouke's
Hospital, Cambridge.

[l:'ad before the Cambridge andi TrTilt iingtdon renr-h, .J i,j Wt7, 18tO.1
ON February 28th, 185G, near midnight, Mr. Prince's as-
sistant came for me to go to Sawston, to a case of difficult
labour, in which the deformity of the pelvis was so great
that Afr. Prince thought the Cresarean operation would be
required. I reached the house at about one on the morning
of the 29th; found the patient, Mrs. Runhalm, a sallowish,
dark, not very healthy looking person, aged 30 years; she
was five feet in heigtht, rather thiin. I learnt that, five
years ago, she had been delivered, without difficulty, of her
first child, a full sized, well formed lad; M1r. Prince at-
tending. Three years ago, she had given birth to a full
sized child, under the auspices of a illidwife, there being
nothing particular about the labour. I saw the two
children alive and well. Since the last confinement, she
had never been quite so well as hefore; h-.d complained of
pains about the lower part of the back, round the hips, and
had walked lame. The lameness had increased of late,
obliging, her to help herself about the room by bearing with
her hands upon the table and chairs. It was uncertain
how long she had been pregnant, but it was supposed about
eight months. She did not know wheni the catamenia last
appeared. She had been in labour all day; and, as a hand
presented and some bleeding took place, Mr. Prince had
been sent for in the evening. Ieo found a hand aiid the'
funis in the vagina, also hIemorrhage going on, though not
to any great extent. The pains were slight-not so severe
as they were said to have been before he saw her, though
they do not appear ever to have beei very severe. He
found also that the pelvis was much deformed, so much
that he feared delivery was impossible. He got awa-r the
presenting extremity, but could proceed no further n ith
embryotomy; so he gave the patient two grains of opium,
and sent over to Cambridge. This was at 10 P.M.

I made a careful examination of the exterior of the
pelvis. The symphysis pubis was promiinent; the horizontal
rami passing almost directly backwards from it, instead of
outwards and backwards. I thought also that the crest of
the ilium formled too sharp a curve at its hinder part,
being directed too suddenly inwards, instead of inwards
and backwards; and that the hinder surface of the pelvis
was consequently somewhat too flat. I could not make so
sure of this deformity in the hinder part of the pelvic arch
as of the one in front. There was no discoverable deformity
in the spine or in the lower limbs. Passing my finger into
the vagina, I soon encountered a hard mass, which I at
first thought to be the head of the child, covered by some
soft structure which I could not make out. More careful
examination proved this to be the fore part of the sacrum
bulging into the middle of the pelvis. There was no doubt
about it, for I could distinguish its component vertebrm
and intervertebral ridges. Nevertheless, I could move it
a little, pushing it backwards with my finger, and
making it advance into the pelvis when I pressed my left
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